Crystal City Block M
October 19, 2020

Long Range Planning Committee (LRPC) Meeting
2000/2001 S. Bell Street and
223 23rd Street/2250 Crystal Drive
Project 1 Website: https://projects.arlingtonva.us/projects/2001-clark-st/
Project 2 Website: https://projects.arlingtonva.us/projects/2250-crystal-drive/
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Block Plan Purpose

BLOCK M

Allows for planning analysis at the
block level and helps to ensure that:
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– Crystal City develops consistent
with Sector Plan vision
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– Proposed new buildings do not
preclude future planned
improvements
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– Systems and infrastructure continue
to function during redevelopment
– Focus is maintained on timing of
community improvements
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1. Plaza 1
2. 220 20th Street
3. 2100 Crystal Drive
4. 2200 Crystal Drive

5. Plaza 5
6. Plaza 6
7. Crystal Plaza
Apartments
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Recap of LRPC Meeting #1 (9.10.20)
Work towards determining whether there is:
A. General LRPC consensus that one or more of the block plan scenarios meets
sector plan goals and is ready to inform the SPRC review of final site plans
OR
B. General LRPC consensus that major issues are outstanding with the proposed
Block Plan and should be addressed before SPRC commences
LRPC Members continued to express concerns regarding:
– Transportation deviations from the Sector Plan guidance/ACZO regulations
– Timing and nature of both interim and permanent (future) open spaces
– Clarity of the proposed Underground connections
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Purpose of LRPC Meeting #2 (10.19.20)
A. Determine whether there are still major outstanding issues with the
revised Block Plan proposal that should be addressed
B. Develop at least one Crystal City Block Plan Scenario Map
including the envisioned uses and level of development associated
with each site across the block
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Feedback Results (To Date)
Three Major (Block Plan) Issues Consistently Highlighted by Community:
1. Street Network/Circulation
2. Open Space
3. Underground Connection

All three will be
clarified further
by the applicant
this evening

Other Issues (which are site specific) may be more appropriate for SPRC discussion:
–

Underground Connection

–

Architectural Features

–

Tower Separation

–

Retail Frontages

–

Built-to-Lines

–

Loading and Vehicular Access
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Staff’s Assessment of
Revised Block Plan Proposal

Street Network – Proposed Block Plan
Sector Plan Guidance

Applicant Proposal
Only Permanent Section of future
Clark-Bell Street proposed at this
time (N-S Section only)
Future Permanent Section of
Clark-Bell Street Anticipated with
Dweck Redevelopment

Future Permanent Section of
Clark-Bell Street Anticipated with
2221 Clark St Redevelopment
(WeLive/WeWork)
Full Clark-Bell Street Alignment
envisioned in the Sector Plan
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Street Network – Sector Plan Guidance
Proposed Clark-Bell Street Cross-Section
Only Permanent Section of
future Clark-Bell Street proposed
at this time (N-S Section only)

Sector Plan calls for an 80’
separation between the
building faces on the new
Clark-Bell Street with a
15’-18’ sidewalk width.
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Street Network – Sector Plan Guidance
Proposed Clark-Bell Street Cross-Section



223 23rd Street will introduce
a vehicular connection to
23rd Street in order to provide
access to the parking garage



Ultimate cross-section and
alignment to be achieved
with redevelopment of 2221
Clark Street (WeLive/WeWork)
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Street Network – Staff Feedback
2000/2001 S. Bell Street Site Plan


Staff supports the proposed adjustments to the 2000 S. Bell Street building as they:
– Modified the loading dock alignment and revised the street cross section to eliminate conflicts
with the Transitway
– Expanded the streetscape width on the south side of the building and improved turning movements
by reducing the proposed building footprint
– Provided a cross section that has an appropriate streetscape width and configuration of travel lanes

223 23rd Street/2250 Crystal Drive Site Plan


The two buildings proposed along 23rd Street do not pose an issue to transit operations as they do
not impact the existing bus stop or route along S. Clark Street



However, future redevelopment of 2221 Clark Street (WeLive/WeWork building) could only occur
once an appropriate alignment and cross section of Clark-Bell Street can be provided throughout
the block (specifically in the scenario where the Dweck property is still not redeveloped),
potential conflicts with the Transitway are mitigated, and the bus stop is relocated
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Public Open Space – Sector Plan Guidance
Open Space Network

#8. Park/Plaza. Park with trees, gardens and benches along a path
connecting the park to Crystal Drive.
#9. Pocket Park. Landscaped space with interactive elements to activate
the space, a path, and seating (not required with JBGS redevelopment).
#11. Plaza. Landscaped plaza with tables and seating for outdoor dining.
#10. 23rd Street Plaza. A retail plaza with
pervious paving and landscaping.

23rd Street Plaza

• Target Size – 13,000 sq. ft.
• At grade access from 23rd Street.
• Neighborhood gathering place, with
benches, café seating, and a fountain or
sculptural piece at the center of the plaza.
• Direct entrance to the underground or
connect to the existing access point on
23rd Street.
Not subject to current proposal (located on Dweck property)
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Public Open Space – Staff Feedback
 Open Space #8:

#8

–

CCSP calls for a 9,700 SF area, aligned east/west, functioning as a public open space

–

While it’s reconfiguration can be debated, the overall square footage should not be
reduced in the long term conditions depicted in the block plan

–

If the initial phase of redevelopment cannot accommodate the 9,700 SF area, the
block plan should indicate how this can be fulfilled with future JBGS redevelopment

 Open Space #9:

#9

–

While located on Dweck property, this open space should also be shown with final
scenario depicting long-term redevelopment of the block (for consistency with CCSP)

 Open Space #10:
#10

#11

–

CCSP calls for a 13,000 SF area, aligned to the east of future Clark/Bell Street with
frontage along 23rd Street

–

If this open space is proposed to be shifted west and delivered at a future date to
coincide with the 2221 S. Clark St. redevelopment, further clarity would be needed
regarding the timing for implementation and use of proposed interim open spaces

 Open Space #11:
“Phase 4” depicting long-term
block redevelopment
(as proposed by JBGS Block Plan)

–

If open space #11 is not feasible to be provided at the corner of 23rd Street and
Crystal Drive, it’s area of 3,300 SF should be added to future open space #10 or
depicted elsewhere on the block plan within properties owned by JBGS

–

Staff’s preference (in the proposed scenario) is to consolidate open spaces #10 & #11
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Public Open Space – Staff Feedback
Proposed Interim Open Spaces by JBGS:
2250 Crystal Drive:
–

JBGS has indicated the 2250 Crystal Drive (office)
building may not be constructed until such time
when an anchor tenant is secured

–

In this scenario, while the 223 23rd Street (residential)
tower is constructed, an opportunity to create a
11,000 SF open space may be possible to the east

2221 S. Clark Street:

Staff’s Overall Assessment:
While not part of the block plan, both interim open space opportunities should be
explored further during SPRC review to ensure open space opportunities continue to
exist with various stages of construction/phasing of development on this large block.
Unlike permanent open spaces, the proposed interim park areas would be designed,
constructed, and maintained be JBGS

–

JBGS has also proposed to utilize the existing space
immediately south of the 2221 S. Clark Street building
(WeLive/WeWork) as an interim open space

–

Additional details of how this may address existing
vehicular access and grade changes will be needed

–

JBGS also needs to compare the proposed space to
the approved site plan amendment which delivered
WeLive/WeWork as some of these areas were
already committed as amenities for that building
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The Underground – Sector Plan Guidance
P. 89 CCSP

P. 138 CCSP
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The Underground – Sector Plan Guidance
POLICY DIRECTIVE (P. 29 CCSP)
T 6) Maintain an interior pedestrian
concourse from 12th Street to 23rd
Street, as shown conceptually on the
Retail Frontage and Interior Pedestrian
Concourse Map that:
 extends the reach of transit,
 provides frequent connections to
sidewalks, and
 is adequately flexible to permit
creative design solutions for new
development
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The Underground – Staff Feedback


As proposed, the updated infrastructure of the Underground on this
block would continue to support key CCSP goals:
– Preserving the Underground in much of its form
– Maintaining its access to retail and various pedestrian crossings
– Integrating the Underground into the larger public realm



Protecting the Underground from inclement weather (as part of an
enclosed/conditioned environment) is not one of the required elements
found in the Zoning Ordinance, Article §7.16 (C-O Crystal City)



However, staff believes the connection needs to accommodate a
consistent width to ensure adequate (2-way) pedestrian circulation can
be maintained at all points



Staff is therefore willing to consider the proposal further and continue the
discussion with the Site Plan Review Committee (SPRC), as it continues to
be informed by public feedback regarding each of the two site plans
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Next Steps

Review Process1
Public
Hearings 3

SPRC Discussion 2

LRPC Discussion
Community
Engagement
#1

Community
Engagement
#2

Community
Engagement
#3

Community
Engagement
#4

Community
Engagement
#5

Community
Engagement
#6

7/27-8/3, 2020

Sep. 10, 2020

Oct. 19, 2020

Fall 2020

Fall 2020

Early 2021

Q1 2021

Topics:
• Online
Feedback
Opportunity
• Block Plan
Review

Topics:
• VIRTUAL LRPC
MEETING #1
• Block Plan
Deviations

Topics:
• VIRTUAL LRPC
MEETING #2
• Block Plan
Deviations

Topics:
• Online
Feedback
Opportunity
• All SPRC Topics

Topics:
• VIRTUAL SPRC
MEETING #1

Topics:
• VIRTUAL SPRC
MEETING #2
• Block Plan
Wrap Up

Topics:
• Block Plan,
Site Plan,
Community
Benefits PDSP

1.

Anticipated schedule is subject to change based on nature of public feedback and guidance from Planning Commission

2.

SPRC discussions would occur independently for each of the two site plans (sequencing/order TBD)

3.

Public Hearings may also include other Commissions such as Transportation and Parks & Recreation

Public
Hearings
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